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Introduction

Hans Kremer, CPIM, CIRM, CSCP, partner at Inchainge

Inchainge develops and markets the world's leading value chain learning 

programs:

• The Fresh Connection (supply chain)

• The Cool Connection (supply chain finance)

• The Blue Connection (circular economy)

– scheduled for release in 2019
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Agenda

1. Introduction
2. The circular economy, what is that all about?
3. Circular economies need circular supply chains
4. Supply Chain Superheroes
5. Q&A
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Disclaimer

• The Circular Economy is relatively new for me

• Concerned citizen who happens to be an SC professional

• On a journey from Concern to Hope

• Passionate about experiential learning

• Here to inspire you, to share my belief that we can make a difference

• We cannot change the world in 50 mins., but we can make a start
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The Circular Economy is relatively new for me
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Setting the stage

In general
• Our world is changing faster than ever
• Ongoing urbanization
• A redefined world order
• Rising inequality
• Political upheaval
Business wise
• Billions of new consumers set to enter the market by 2030
• The internet-connected population is doubling in 5 years
• The need to decouple growth opportunities from resource constraints
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The circular economy, what is that all about?
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“There is no planet B”
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A brief recap of earth’s history

• Pleistocene (Ice Age)
• Holocene (between end of the Ice Age and WWII)
• Anthropocene (started after WWII)

– Scientists make the case we have entered a new geological era. In recent 
history humans have destroyed or degraded 60% of the earth’s 
ecosystems. Life depends on these systems

– Our current linear economies rely on a 'take-make-consume-throw away' 
model: most businesses take some materials, make a product, sell it and 
work out how to sell the next one
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Anthropocene
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Resource 
extraction 
increased 12-
fold between 
1900 and 2015, 
fueling steep 
economic 
growth, with 
further doubling 
forecast for the 
next 35 years to 
2050



Linear economies have linear supply chains
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Our current linear economies already have serious 
consequences (1/4)
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Our current linear economies already have serious 
consequences (2/4)
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Our current linear economies already have serious 
consequences (3/4)
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Our current linear economies already have serious 
consequences (4/4)
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Growth opportunities

• An estimated 3 billion new consumers set to enter the market by 2030
• The internet-connected population doubles to 5 billion in the next 5 

years
• So fantastic opportunities for growth

However

• ”Anyone who believes exponential growth can go on forever in a finite 
world, is either a madman or an economist” – Kenneth Boulding, 
economist
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From linear economies to circular economies



The circular economy, some definitions

An economic model based inter alia on sharing, leasing, reuse, repair, 
refurbishment and recycling, in an (almost) closed loop, which aims to 
retain the highest utility and value of products, components and 
materials at all times - European Union

To take nothing, waste nothing, do no harm, and do well by doing good, 
at the expense not of the planet, but of less alert competitors - adapted 
from Ray Anderson, founder of Interface Inc
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From linear economies to circular economies
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The current linear supply chain
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• In its most extreme manifestation, the global economy is a 
massive conveyer belt of material and energy

• It goes from resource-rich countries to the manufacturing 
powerhouse China, and then on to destination markets in 
Europe and America

• There materials are deposited or—to a limited degree—
recycled

• It is the opposite of a loop
• Question for your conscience: who helped make this 

successful?



Circular economies need circular supply chains (1/3)
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• Aim to design out 
waste

• Strict differentiation 
between between 
consumable and 
durable materials 
and components

• Consumables can be 
safely REturned to 
the biosphere, and 
durables are 
designed for REuse

• Energy used is 
REnewable



Circular economies need circular supply chains (2/3)
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Reverse cycles
• Product 

maintenance
• To support reuse and 

redistribution
• For refurbishment 

and remanufacturing
• Recycling
• For cascaded use of 

products

• In the technical 
cycle, the closer the 
loop is to the user, 
the more profitable 
the action. Thus 
repairing products is 
a more profitable 
action than, say, 
recycling.



Circular economies need circular supply chains (3/3)
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Consumer/User 
behavior
• Collaborative use, 

sharing economy
• Product as a Service 

(PaaS), access-over-
ownership



How to get started?

“The significant problems we have cannot be solved at the same level of 
thinking with which we created them” - Albert Einstein

Simply put
• Add two capital characters to the many things we already do
• RE, starting with REthink
• Including integrated goals and metrics, for example not only a focus on 

ROCE, but on RORE at the same time
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Source: Trevor and Varcoe, A Simple Way to Test Your Company’s Strategic Alignment, HBR, May 16, 2016

Start the circle from the top

As a business we need to REthink
• Purpose, what are we trying to achieve?
• Strategy, how will we achieve it?
• Organizational capabilities

And we need to answer 2 questions:
1. How well does our strategy support the fulfillment of our purpose?
2. How well does our organization support the achievement of our 

strategy?
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Source: Trevor and Varcoe, A Simple Way to Test Your Company’s Strategic Alignment, HBR, May 16, 2016

As a business we need to REalign

In other words, we need strategic REalignment:

All elements of a business - including the market strategy and the way 
the company itself is organized - are arranged in such a way as to best 
support the fulfillment of its long-term purpose
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Source: Trevor and Varcoe, A Simple Way to Test Your Company’s Strategic Alignment, HBR, May 16, 2016

Very best chance of 
winning

Best of intentions,
but incapable

Boldly going
nowhereNot long for this world
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How well aligned is your strategy with your 
organizational capabilities?

How well aligned is 
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your longterm
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Functionally REalign
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Supply Chain professionals already are heroes
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Unilever Nike 3M Diageo Kimberly-Clark
Inditex Nestlé Schneider Electric Samsung Electronics The Coca Cola Co.
Cisco Systems PepsiCo Novo Nordisk Johnson & Johnson Home Depot
Colgate-Palmolive H&M HP Inc. BASF Adidas
Intel Starbucks l’Oréal Walmart BMW

McDonalds Apple P&G Amazon



But to save the planet we need
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We need to make the cycles work



Supply Chain / Logistics (1/3)

• We have mastered the orchestration of complex, multi-tier supply chain 
networks

• Now the same sophistication needs to be applied to orchestrating post-
usage value streams across multiple reverse cycle partners
– engage with end-users to help maintain your products (refill, repair 

etc.)
– finding ways / partners to recover your products for reuse, 

redistribution, refurbishment, remanufacturing and/or recycling
– engaging with new partners and customers to exchange by-products 

and recycled/recyclable materials
• Mind you, reverse flows may have different characteristics than forward 

flows
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Supply Chain / Logistics (2/3)



Supply Chain / Logistics (3/3)

Reverse flow examples
• US toolmaker DeWalt works with retailers to collect their tools. From 

there they need to go upstream
• Caterpillar has been remanufacturing their machines and equipment 

since 1973. That saves them a lot in materials costs, and those savings 
are passed on to their customers as well (incentive). 

• By-product example: Wood mills who deliver wood chips to 
manufacturers of laminated timber boards. These developments cause 
new material flows, hence need for logistics support

• Get STARTED with a trial and build from there. Many companies are 
finding and implementing circular flows. The earlier you start, the more 
you learn early on
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Sourcing / Procurement / Purchasing (1/2)

• Aim for circular inputs: designing (or REdesigning) the product to use sustainable 
resources in its BOM

• (RE)design should aim for less materials that go into the product, and for build to 
last, include possible reuse

• Materials that are
– safe, non-toxic (in itself, when extracted, when processed)
– renewable (rather than finite)
– recycled or recovered (substitute virgin materials)
– secure (in terms of sourcing and affordability)
– recyclable, recoverable and separable (at EOL)

• The adidas Ocean plastic shoe is a prime example
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adidas Ocean plastic shoe
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Sourcing / Procurement / Purchasing (2/2)

• You may need to find new or other suppliers

• START with sourcing for a limited number of materials with suppliers, 
together developing and scaling up methods for recovering and recycling 
materials

• Can it be that one company’s waste or by-product is your company’s 
materials supply?

• Example: a garden center business that starts buying from root crop 
processors: they buy the soil that is attached to the crops, separate small 
stones, bag it and resell it to consumers
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Operations / Manufacturing

• Similar like Product (RE)design, Process (RE)design should aim for circular inputs
• Process (RE)design should aim for less materials needed to create a product, see 

waste as food (by-products) and rely on renewable resources to drive it
• Manufacturing

– search for ways to recover value from every input: materials, water and energy. This 
search leads to “discovery” of by-products

– in other words increase non-labour resource productivity, increase RORE
– the rise of eco-parks, where companies can jointly use technologies, can benefit from 

each others “waste”, since these become by-products or sources of energy 
– less of the massive conveyer belt:

• new production technologies (e.g. 3D printing) enable manufacturing to become more 
distributed (local / regional)

• consumer demand for more bespoke products drives local / regional manufacturing too
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Eco-park example, The Plant in Chicago
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(Demand) Planning / Forecasting (1/2)

• We need our Consumers and Users to play ball, and that is starting to happen
• REsegment the market in users wanting new products, and users wanting refurbished 

products (1st and 2nd markets)
• New access-over-ownership and take-back models (PaaS)
• Incentives for Consumers and Users who participate in repair, refurbishment and 

recycle programs
• (Demand) Planning and Forecasting become more complex

– take into account the prolonged use of end products
– predict the need for services that support the prolonged use of end products
– shift more attention to the need for modules and spare parts
– volatility of reverse flows, that may not be so easy to ramp up or down
– quality of products and materials returned can vary greatly, need for inspection
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Repair, refurbishment and recycling
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(Demand) Planning / Forecasting (2/2)

• Patagonia, a high-end outdoor clothier, teaches consumers how to repair 
their clothing, such as at home, and the company also offers a repair 
program for their customers for a modest fee

• The Fairphone (second edition) is an Android smartphone that’s built with 
longevity in mind and is the first modular phone on the market. Designed 
for reparability, spare parts are offered in an online shop together with 
instructions on how to replace broken parts

• Bundles, a start-up that sells washing cycles instead of washing machines
• Rolls Royce aero engines sells “Power by the Hour”
• Philips Lighting sells light called “Pay per Lux”
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Our Dutch King has an interest too
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“Ask not what your Supply 
Chain can do for you—ask what 

you can do for your Supply 
Chain”
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Negligence starts tomorrow
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